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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is embarrassing that the well-developed theory of quantum 
mechanical potential scattering (see [6]) does not apply to long range 
potentials, including the important Coulomb potential [I]. We 
propose a certain weakening of the standard criterion for scattering 
which allows us to treat long range potentials. The standard theory 
applied to a differential operator can determine the unitary equivalence 
class of the absolutely continuous part of the operator. Our theory 
provides only information about the multiplicity of the operator. 
Let Z? be the Hilbert space L,(Rn), with the inner product of 
vectors 9 and # written (v, #) (1 inear in v). Let H,, be the free Hamil- 
tonian operator in Z given by the usual self-adjoint extension of the 
negative of the Laplacian operator. Let H = H, + V, where V is the 
potential-multiplication by the real function Y on R”. We shall 
always assume that V(H,, + i)-’ is compact, which insures that H is 
self adjoint on 9, the domain of H,, [9, Lemma 1.11. (See 
[9, Theorem 2. l] for sufficient conditions on V. For dimension n < 3 
it suffices to assume that V(X) -+ 0 as 1 x 1 + co and V is locally 
square integrable.) If A is a self adjoint operator, write E,(F) for the 
spectral projection corresponding to a measurable set F in R. Let 
X&.(A) be the subspace of vectors p such that the measure (E,(*b, p’) 
is absolutely continuous (with respect to Lebesgue measure). Then 
tia,(H,,) = 8. Call Y&(H) = =7&, and let E be the projection 
on sa, . 
The standard criterion for scattering is the existence of the wave 
operators 
Q*(H , NJ = f2* = lim fPteeiHot. 
(By “lim” for operators we shall always mean strong limit as t + f co.) 
* This research was partially supported by NSF grant GP 6948. 
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This requires that the behavior of e--iH1 approaches that of e-iHol in 
an unnecessarily strong way. If we assume that the wave operators 
are complete in the sense that Q&Q,* = E, we have for any bounded 
operator A, 
lim e iXte-iH”tAeiHOte-iHtE = Q*A*&*, 
since lim eiHofe-iHtE = Q,*. This describes the asymptotic behavior 
of an arbitrary (bounded) observable. In a scattering experiment, 
however, one is interested only in the asymptotic behavior of momen- 
tum observables. Let Pj be the j-th component of momentum, i.e., 
the self-adjoint generator of translation in the xi direction in R’“. 
(Pj = -i&ax,). If f is a complex-valued bounded measurable 
function on R” A = f(Pl , Pz ,..., P,) makes sense as a bounded 
operator on Z (e.g., as multiplication by f in the momentum or 
Fourier transform representation of 2.) Since A commutes with 
eitHo we have 
so that the limit of A(t)E as t 3 &co exrsts. Therefore, if at time 
t = 0 the state of the system is given by y E &&, the expectation at 
time t of the observable A, given by (A(t)q, v), has limits as t -+ &co. 
In other words there are asymptotic momentum distributions as 
t -+ & co. The data of scattering experiments consist of correlations 
between certain initial momentum distributions and final momentum 
distributions, so these limits alone determine the results of such 
experiments. 
Now we formulate our weakened criterion, which is essentially 
just the existence of such limits. Let 0! be the C* algebra of all opera- 
tors f(Pl , Pz ,..., P,), where f is a bounded continuous complex- 
valued function on R”. Let us call the system described by H a weak 
scattering system if the following two conditions are met. 
WS. 1. The spectrum of HE is [0, co). 
WS. 2. lim A(t)E exists for all A E CZ. 
WS.1 insures that WS.2 is not vacuous. Sufficient conditions for 
WS. 1 have been given in [S] for the case of a repulsive potential, and in 
special cases, e.g., the Coulomb potential, WS. 1 is implied by the 
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existence of eigenfunction expansions. In this paper, we shall assume 
WS. 1 where necessary and give conditions for WS. 2.l 
In Section 2, we prove general theorems about convergence of 
operators A(t)E. In Section 3, sufficient conditions for WS. 2 are given 
which allow the potential to decrease as 1 x I- where E > 0 in the 
cases of one and three dimensions. In Section 4, the relation of our 
approach to the work of Dollard [l-4] is discussed. 
2. CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 
If H satisfies WS. 2 we define w* by 
w*(A) = lim A(t)E (A E Oc). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A, B, A,(n = 1,2,3 ,...) be bounded operators 
on Z such that lim A(t)E = A,, lim B(t)E = B, and lim A,(t) = 
A . Then A, commutes with any bounded function of H, and A*E = 
Al*= EA, . Furthermore, lim A(t) B(t)E = A,B, and ;f A, + A 
in operator norm as n + 00, A,, -+ A, in operator norm. If H satisjies 
WS. 2, w* is an adjoint preserving homomorphism of 6Z into the commuting 
algebra of H which is continuous in the operator norm, and w,(A)E = 
w,(A) = EwJA) for all A E a. 
Proof. 
ei8HAh = lim ei(t+rMAe-itH,Ij’ 
= lim ei(Ns)HAe-i(t+s)HEeisR 
= AkeisE. 
It follows that A, commutes with any bounded function of H and 
with E. 
Ah = lim A(t) E = lim A(t) E2 = A& = EA+ . 
To prove the assertion about A(t) B(t)E, we note that 
IIW) B(t) E - Ad%t)g, II 
= II A(t)@(t) E - BS q~ + (A(t) E - A4 B*g, II 
d II A II MB(t) E - B&J II + I(4) E - AS Bip, II. 
1 Since the completion of this work the author has learned of the results of Weidmann 
[lo] which imply that WS. 1 is true for all operators for which WS. 2 has been proved 
in Theorems 3.1 and 3.4. Conversely, it seems likely that these theorems can be 
improved to include almost all cases for which which WS. 1 is proved in [lo] ; these 
two conditions may not be as independent as they appear. 
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The next statement is standard operator theory. All statements about 
w+ follow from the above except that w,(A)* = w,(A*) for A E Ol, 
which is implied by the relations 
(%(A*)% $4 = (E%(A*J% 44 
= lim(A*(t) ELI, EI,!J) 
= lim(Eq7, Aft) E/J) 
= (ET, 44#) 
= (cp, 4w). I 
We call w* the outgoing and incoming wave homomorphisms. 
LEMMA 2.2. If K is compact, lim K(t)E = 0. 
Proof. (1 K(t) &I 11 = )( Ke-i’HEq I). Since ET E &&, the Riemann- 
Lebesgue lemma implies that e-ifHEp goes to 0 weakly. Since K is 
compact, KediiHEg, goes to 0 in norm. a 
THEOREM 2.3. If V(H, + i)-l is compact, lim H,,(t) E# = HE* 
for # E 9 and lim(H, + z)-’ (t)E = (H + i)-‘E. 
Proof. From the identity, 
(H + i)-l = (Ho + i)-’ (I - V(‘(H + i)-l), (2.1) 
it follows that (Ho + i)-’ (t) - (H + i)-’ is compact so that by 
Lemma 2.2 lim(H,, + i)-’ (t)E = (H + i)-lE. If 9 E 9, + = (H + i)-‘v 
for some v E Z. Therefore, 
H,,(t) E# - HE+ = V(t) E# = [V(H + i)-‘](t) E~Y. 
Multiplication of (2.1) on the left by V shows that V(H + i)-’ is 
compact so that lim H,,(t) E$J = HE+. 1 
LEMMA 2.4. Assume V(H, + i)-l is compact. If A is a possibly 
unbounded operator whose domain contains 9, A(H, + i)-’ is bounded 
and lim[A(H, + i)-l] (t)E = B, , then for aZZ 4 E 9 lim A(t) E# = 
B,(H + i)$; if A is bounded, lim A(t)E = B,(H + i) which is 
bounded. 
Proof. Let # E B, p = (H + i)t,h. Then 
II --4(t) E$ - &(H + iW II = II A(t)(H + i) -lEv - B+v II 
< II 4)[(H + i)-’ - (Ho + iI-’ WI &J II 
+ II 4t)(Ho + 9-l (t) E - Be Il. 
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The second term approaches 0 as t -+ & co; by (2.1) the first term is 
equal to II[A(t)(& + i)$][V(t)(H + i)-lE]p (1 which approaches 0 by 
Lemma 2.2. The last statement is obvious. 1 
COROLLARY 2.5. If H satisfies WS. 2 and V(H,, + i)-’ is compact 
then for all # E 9 lim,,,, Pi(t) E# exists. 
Proof. P,(H,, + i)-’ is a bounded operator in I%. d 
LEMMA 2.6. Let A be a possibly unbounded self-adjoint operator, 
and C = (A + i)(A - i)-’ its Cayley transform. If lim C(t)E and 
lim C*(t)E exist, then lim f (A)(t) Ep) exists tyf is a bounded continuous 
function on the spectrum of A such that f (A) -+ 0 as h + &co. 
Proof. Let a be the set of operators B such that lim B(t)E exists, 
and let a,, be the set of uniform limits of polynomials in C and C*. 
A9a is a self-adjoint uniformly closed algebra, which is a subset of 3? 
by Theorem 2.1. The spectrum of C is a closed subset S of the unit 
circle. By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, if g is a continuous bounded 
function on S, g(C) is in B0 and, hence, in 9Y. If f is continuous on the 
spectrum of A andf (A) --t 0 as h + f co, letg(z) = f (i(x + l)(z - 1)-l). 
g is a continuous function on S (considered as a subset of the complex 
plane), and f(A) = g(C) ES& C 9. 1 
LEMMA 2.7. Assume V(H, + i)-l is compact. Let A satisfy the 
hypotheses of Lemma 2.6 and suppose that (Hd + i)-’ is a continuous 
function of A going to 0 at 00 and A(H, + i)-’ is bounded. Then zjrf is 
continuous on the spectrum of A Zim f (A)(t)E exists. 
Proof. Iff is continuous on the spectrum of A thenf (A)(H,, + i)-’ 
satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.6 so that lim[ f (A)(H,, + i)-l](t)E 
exists and by Lemma 2.4 the conclusion of the theorem is true. 1 
THEOREM 2.8. Assume V(H,, + i)-1 is compact. If f is a continuous 
function on [0, co) then lim,,,, f (H,,)E = f (H)E. 
Proof. By the argument of Theorem 2.1, 
lim[(& F i)-’ (H,, f z)](t) E = (H 7 i)(H & i)E. 
Using Lemma 2.7 with A = H,, we see that limf (H,-J(t)E exists if f 
is bounded and continuous on [0, co). By Theorem 2.1 and the Stone- 
Weierstrass theorem this limit is equal tof (H)E iff (H,) is a continuous 
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function of the Cayley transform of H,, . For general bounded 
continuous f, 
limf(H,)(t)E = lim[f(H,)(H, + i)-l (Ho + i)](V 
= f(H)(H + q-1 (H + i)E 
In standard scattering theory the existence of the wave operators 
(whether complete or not) guarantees that for any g, E #, the solution 
& tHQ +v of the Schrodinger equation satisfies 
itH l/e Q-e itHofp I/ -+ 0 as t-+ *co. 
In other words, there exists a (unique) solution asymptotic to a given 
initial or final solution to the free Schrodinger equation. Completeness 
of the wave operators (which is much harder to prove than existence) 
asserts that every solution in Za, is of the form eitHL?,v. For weak 
scattering systems the situation is the opposite. If a system satisfies 
WS. 2 one knows that every solution of the Schrijdinger equation in 
Zm corresponds asymptotically to a stable momentum distribution as 
in the case of free particles. But the existence and (suitably defined) 
uniqueness of solutions corresponding to a given distribution are not 
clear. This will be the case if for some isometries Q, of # onto 
3Ea,p*(A) = Q*AL?* * for all A E 0!. For then given any F E X, 
t$g-w Q*9J, Q,> = 6% $4, 
so that the asymptotic momentum distribution given by Q&q is the 
same as that determined by y. On the other hand, if y, v’ E Za, both 
lead to the same asymptotic momentum distribution as t --+ 00, 
lim(A(t) #‘), 9~“)) = (AQ+*g)(‘), Q+*#‘)), t-m 
then for some unitary U commuting with all A E eC, 
This means that to a given vector state ,4 -+ (AT, 9’) of the C* 
algebra @ corresponds a unique vector state of w*(n) which is asymp- 
totically equal to it. 
We shall not be able to prove that w+ is implemented by an isometry; 
instead we state a weaker theorem. 
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THEOREM 2.9. If V(H, + i)-l is compact, H satisfies WS. 1 and 
WS. 2, and V is spherically symmetric, then w* is an isomorphism. 
Proof. We let w stand for either o+ or w- . Suppose B E G!, 
w(B) = 0 but B # 0. Then A = B*B = f (PI ,..., P,) where f is a 
nonnegative function that is greater than some E > 0 on some ball in 
R”, and w(A) = 0. Let U(e) be the representation of the orthogonal 
group 9? on L,(Rn) defined for p ~9 by (U(p) p)(x) = I&+X)). 
Then U(p) commutes with eiHf, and we have 
By suitably choosing p1 ,..., pn: one can arrange that 
where g is greater than some positive number b on a spherically 
symmetric open set F in Rn. Let h be a spherically symmetric function 
not identically zero such that 0 < h ,< g. It is clear that w is order 
preserving so that 
0 = w(0) < w(h(P, )..., P,)) < o(g(P, ,..., P,)) = 0. 
But h(P, ,..., P,), since it is symmetric, is equal to F(H,,) for some 
continuous F # 0, and therefore by Theorem 2.8. 0 = o(F(H,)) = 
F(H)E. F is bounded away from zero on some interval I such that by 
WS. 1, E(I)p, # 0 for some v E & , which implies 
so that F(H)EQ, # 0, a contradiction. 1 
The following theorem, which is as close as we can come to the 
chain rule of scattering theory implies that the weak scattering property 
is invariant under a relatively trace class perturbation. This allows us 
to dispense eventually with the smoothness which will be assumed of V 
in the next section. 
THEOREM 2.10. If Hl satisjies WS. 1 and WS. 2, O,(H, , Hl) 
exist and the ranges of D,(H, , HJ are equal to AQH.J then Hz 
satisjies WS. 1 and WS. 2. 
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Proof. Let A E a and v E &(Ha). 
e itH,Aeitffag, = (e’t~~e-‘t~‘)(eit~‘Ae-‘t~‘)(e itqe-itH*)p, 
which converges as t + f co since lim .& fHle-i “*v E &,(H,). Further- 
more, since the absolutely continuous parts of 23, and Ha are unitarily 
equivalent, H, satisfies WS. 2. 1 
3. EXAMPLES OF WEAK SCATTERING SYSTEMS 
We shall show that certain potentials in one and three dimensions 
give rise to operators H satisfying WS. 2. Some of these are known to 
satisfy WS. 1 (see our remark after the definition of WS. 1 and WS. 2) 
and so give weak scattering systems. In the three dimensional case, 
we shall have to assume spherical symmetry of the potential. In the 
one-dimensional case, this is not necessary but the results are better if 
symmetry is assumed. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let I’ be a dz~ferentiablefunction 07t ( - co, 00) whose 
deriwatiere is in L,(( - CO, 00)) and suppose V(H,, + i)-’ is compact. Then 
H on L,(( - co, 00)) satisjies WS. 2. 
Proof. Let P = Pl(= -i d/dx) and C = (P + i)(P - i)-‘. Then 
eitHCe-itH = C(C*eitHC) e-ttH 
= ceitC*HCe-i’H 
Now lim eifc*rrce-ifKE exists if C*HC - H is a trace class operator 
[6, X, 4.41. By a simple computation, 
C*HC - H = 2i(P + i)-’ [P, H](P - i)-’ 
= 2i(P + i)-’ [P, Y](P - i)-’ 
= 2(P + q-1 V’(P - i)-1. 
v’, being integrable, can be written as the product of functions Vi and 
I’, which are square integrable, so that 
(P + i)-l V’(P - i)-l = [(P + i)-l Vl][Vz(P - i)-‘1. 
But each of the operators (P + i)-‘V, and V,(P - i)-’ is the product 
of convolution by an L, function and multiplication by an L, function; 
each is therefore a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and their product is 
trace class. The proof that lim eitW*eeifHE exists is the same. By 
Lemma 2.7 (with A = P) H satisfies WS. 2. m 
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Now we consider the case of a spherically symmetric potential V(r) 
on R3. In this case both H, and H commute with all rotations, and it is 
convenient to represent L,(R3) in the usual way as a direct sum of 
subspaces s~?~,JZ = 0, 1, 2 ,...; m = - I ,..., 1) which reduce both Ho 
and H. Any function #(r, 8, p) in L,(R3) can be written as 
cr,,fi,na(~) Y,,,(B, y), where Y,,, are the spherical harmonics, 
Ym(4 P,) = clsmeimw sinlml e(djd cos O)lml P,(cos 19). (3-l) 
P, is the l-th Legendre polynomial and 
s 
io 
y* Ifz.m(r)12 dr -x 00. 
0 
sF,,~ is the set of functions fl,m(~) Y&8, q). s’F~,~ also reduces the 
operatorsL, the total angular momentum which is equal to [Z(Z + l)]‘/” 
on SPY,, and L, , the third component of angular momentum, which is 
equal to m on Xl,, . It is convenient to make a unitary transformation 
of 3 which in each subspace s?~,~ takes f(r) Y,,,(B, p) into 
yf(y) yt,7& 9)h so that each element of s+@~,, is represented by a 
function of Y which is in L,([O, co)). T o avoid confusion between these 
two representations, let us mark operators acting on this new represen- 
tation SF;,, with a (‘). Then on SF;,,, Ho and H become 
and 
(H,,); = -(d2/dr”) + l(1 + l)/r2 
(H); = -(d2/dr2) + l(Z + 1)/r* + V(Y) 
(3.2) 
(or rather the unique self-adjoint extensions of these differential 
operators on nice domains for Z > 1, and for Z = 0 the self-adjoint 
operator determined by the boundary conditionfo,o(0) = 0). We are 
also interested in momentum operators. 
p3 : fly) yde, d b --i ( $ + +) f(r) ~0s w.a4 d 
. f(r) - 2 t. sin e $ ytsm(e, v). (3.3) 
The following lemma asserts that P3 takes sF’,,~ into at most two 
other subspaces Sj,m . 
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LEMMA 3.2.2 
P,’ : f(y) Yl.wl(4 v,) * --i % 1 ( $ - q, f(y) Y1+1.m(4 94 
if 1 m / -C 1. If 1 = j m / the second term is absent. a, and alfl are real. 
Proof. Since P, commutes with L, , it must map Xr,, into 
Cj>lml 0 4.m * Further, since any square integrable function on 
the unit sphere can be expanded in spherical harmonics (3.3) implies 
that there exist bj and Cj such that 
P; : f(y) yl,de, d ++ --i c 
j>lml 
(h $ + +-) fw yj,d4 d (3.4) 
Since P, commutes with H,, , we have 
(bW + c,lW4,); = (f&J; (Wldy + 4~) (3.5) 
A simple computation shows that neither didr nor l/r intertwines 
wo); and WJj 3 i.e., bj = 0 if, and only if, ci = 0. We shall show 
that bj = 0 unless j = I + 1 or j = 1 - 1 > 1 m 1. Now by (3.4) 
and (3.3) we have 
cos ey,,,v, d = c wde, d 
which implies by (3.1), 
cos e sinlml e(d/d cos ep P,(COS e) = C b; sinlml e(djd cos ep P,(COS e) 
I 
or (3.6) 
cos e(djd ~0~ epi pz(cos e) = C b,yd/d ~0~ eyl pi(cos e). 
Since the left side of (3.6) is a polynomial in cos 0 of degree 
Z- Irnl + 1, and (d/d cos O)lm’ Pi(cos 0) is a polynomial of degree 
j-lml+l, bj must be 0 for j > 2 + 1 and consequently also 
Cj = 0. 
In other words, for j > 2 + 1 P3 maps Zr,, into the orthocomple- 
ment Of ~j,,, . Since P3 is self adjoint, it must also map 3EQI,m into 
the orthocomplement of Zk,,, for K < I - 1, so that b, = cli = 0 if 
k < 1 - 1. One can also check by computation that b,d/dr + C&Y 
p In response to a query by the author, R. Strichartz has pointed out a much simpler 
proof of Lemma 3.2. 
5W5/3-4 
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does not commute with (H,) 1’ for any choice of 6, and cr . Thus, we 
are left with only two terms in the sum (3.4). The specific value of bj 
relative to cj asserted in the lemma may also be obtained by computa- 
tion from (3.5), but this information will not be used in what follows. 
The reality of al and a,+, follows from the self adjointness of P3 . 1 
Let us denote by El,m the projection on Zr,, . If an element f of 
L,(R3) is in COW, the set of infinitely differentiable functions of compact 
support, then E,;,,f E Corn also, since 
(-f&f)(r, 4 ‘p) = Jjf(c v, $1 Y&f, $I* sin 6’ de’ dv’ Yl.&? v). 
For such f let 
Lnf = (E~+d’&.m + EJ’&+mJf. (3.7) 
Note that P,,, is symmetric on Csm since this domain is contained in 
the domain of P3 . If we denote an element of Corn 
r-lf (r) YLm(4 $4 + +fl+lw YLmP, d E ~.m 0 &+l*m 
by 13 ,fl+J E =C,, 0 %+I,~, then 
%lz[fl ,fz+ll = --i [al (2 + -+)f,, , al (+ - -+) ft]. (3.8) 
It follows by a computation using (3.2) that for such vectors 
Gsfz ,fi+ll = dwo)~fi 9 wl)~+1h+11 
or 
Therefore, 
%tf = &,VLn + &+,,m)f (f E Co=‘>. (3.9) 
(S.m f Wz.m ‘f 9f = [W%m + ~%+,,m) + IJf (3.10) 
for f E C’s*. Since the elements of the form on the right side of 
(3.10) are dense in &‘, it follows that the range of (P,,m ‘f i) operating 
on Corn is dense, since P,,, 4 i maps C’s” into itself. Therefore P,,, 
is essentially self-adjoint on Corn. From now on we shall denote by 
P,,,,, the self-adjoint extension of Pl,m on Corn. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let C,, = (Pl,, + i)(P,,m - i)-’ be the CuyZey 
transform of P,,m . Then lim C,,,(t)E and Zim Cc,(t)E exist if V is 
dz@rentiubZe and V’(r) E L,( [0, co)). 
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Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
where 
eitnCl,n,eitHE = Cl,,e’tHle-itHE, (3.11) 
HI - H = 2i(P1,, + i)-l [P,,, , V](Pl,m - i)-l. (3.12) 
Now since Pl,,n acts inside S,,,n @ S’,+l,nr , and V takes this subspace 
into itself HI - H is 0 on the orthocomplement of this subspace. In 
order to show that (3.11) converges as t + f co it is, therefore, enough 
to show that the operator given by the right side of (3.12) is trace class 
restricted to the Hilbert space Zr,m @ Sr+l,nL . 
One easily computes, using (3.8) that on Xi,, @ X;+1,, 
(HI - H) = 2a,(PIv, + i)-’ ( Vtr) “z), (Pl., - i)-’ 
= 2+Ln + HHt, + 1Y (Ad;* -$) (H, + l)W’r,m - ;)-I, 
where 
Aj = [(H,,); + l]+ V’(~)[(rr,);+~ + l]--lj2 
Now Kuroda has shown [7] that iff EL1([O, a)), 1 f j1/2 [(I&’ + l]-lpz 
is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator onL,([O, co)). It follows that HI - H is 
trace class if (P I,m + ;)-’ (H, + 1)lj2 (and therefore its adjoint) is 
bounded on *,,, 0 =@l+l,m . But on %,nl 0 4+1,, by (3.9), 
(Pt., + i>-’ (H,, + lP2 = (S., + i)-’ <P;,m + IF2 
which is bounded since (X + i)(h2 + 1)lj2 is a bounded function on 
the spectrum of P,,, . The proof for C& is the same. m 
THEOREM 3.4. Let V be as in Thwern 3.3 and assume V(r) -+ 0 
as r -+ 00. Then the operator H on X = L,(R3) satisfies WS. 2. 
Proof. First we show that for v E 9’, Pi,,(t) ET converges. Note 
that (Pl,, + i)(HO + 1)-l = (PI.., - z)-’ by (3.10), and 
(Pt., - i)-’ = -i(CI., - 1)/2. 
Therefore lim[(P I,m + i)(Ho + I)-l](t)E exists. By Lemma 2.4 
Pi,,(t) EF converges as t -+ f co for all p E 9 since V(r) + 0 as 
Y + co implies that V(H,, + if-’ is compact. 
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Next we show that lim C,(t)E exists, where C, is the Cayley trans- 
form (Pa + i)(P3 - i)-’ of P3 . If v has components in only finitely 
many subspaces AYr,m , then by Lemma 3.2 P,(H,, + i)-’ Ep, can 
be written as a finite sum of the operators P,,, acting on (H,, + i)-l ET; 
therefore for such vectors q~ [P,(H,, + i)-‘](t) Ep converges as 
t + 5 CO. Since such v are dense and P,(H,, + i)-l is bounded we 
have, by Lemma 2.4 that P&t) E$ converges for all #E 9. Suppose 
Sm[(P, + i)(& + i)-l](t)E = B, . Then 
ll(P3 + i>-’ (t) E&p, - (H + i)-’ Es, II 
< IV, + 9” (W% - (pa + W)(% + i)-’ (Vlv II 
+ IIW4, + Q-l (t) E - (H + i)-’ &Iv II, 
which implies that (P3 + i)-‘(t) E$ converges for all 4 in the range of 
B, , which is dense in Ha, . To see that the range of B, is dense, note 
that the orthocomplement of the range of B, is the null space of 
B&t* = lim[(P, - i)(H,, - ;)-l](t) E = lim(P, - i)(t)(H - i)-’ E, 
but 
W’s - W)(H - 9-l Ey II >, I@ - i)-’ Ey II # 0. 
Similarly, lim(P, - i)-’ (t)E exists. By an argument familiar by 
now one can show that lim[(P, F i)-’ (P3 & i)](t)E exists, which 
by Lemma 2.6 implies that if f is a continuous function of compact 
support on R, limf(Ps)(t)E exists. By rotational symmetry, if fi is 
a function of this kind, limfj(Pj)(t)E exists for j = 1,2, 3. Therefore, 
by Theorem 2..1 if A is a finite sum of products If,(P,)f,(P,) f3(P3)], 
limA(t)E exists. Ifg is a continuous function on R3g(Pl,Pz,P,)(H,+i)-1 
is the limit in norm of such operators, so that 
limWl , P3 , pd% + WW 
exists, and finally by Lemma 2.4 limg(P, , Pz , P,)(t)E exists. 1 
The potential 
w = (1 + I x I”) . 
for E > 0 satisfies these conditions. 
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4. THE COULOMB POTENTIAL 
For the important case of the Coulomb potential V(X) = C I x 1-l 
Dollard has shown [l] the existence of Qec = lim ei”‘g(HO, t), 
where g(H, , t) is for each t a unitary operator which is a function of 
Ho . He has also shown that the ranges of sZbc are equal to Xa,. 
By the argument given in Section 1, this implies that H = H,, + V 
satisfies WS. I and WS. 2, with w+(A) = Q,c~P~. Our approach, 
however, works without the use of Dollard’s results. H satisfies WS. 1 
because of the eigenfunction expansion for H. V can be written as the 
sum of a function of r with derivative in L,([O, 00)) and a relatively 
trace class operator; therefore, by Theorem 2.10 and Theorem 3.4 H 
satisfies WS. 2. 
On the question of the possibility of describing scattering by a 
long-range potential by solving a sequence of more tractable problems 
which converges in a suitable sense to the long range problem, our 
viewpoint leads to optimism, rather than pessimism as does Dollard’s 
[2, 31. One approach is through the wave operators Q,’ which exist 
when the potential is adiabatically switched on at a rate parametrized 
by E. For this theory we refer to [2]. Although these operators sZ,6 
do not converge as E + 0 to a wave operator for the Coulomb potential, 
the wave isomorphisms of Grl which they induce do converge, as 
E 4 0 to the wave automorphism. It is shown in [2] that there exist 
operators Qy which converge as E -+ 0 to the modified Coulomb 
wave operators O,“, and such that Q,’ = sZyf(H,, , E), where 
f(H, , E) is for each E > 0 a unitary operator which is a function 
of Ho . Thus, the isomorphism of LZ induced by Q,‘is the same as that 
induced by Q(2’;; therefore, for all A E 0 
= s2&cL4J-2c, 
= w*(A). 
It has been argued that the results of scattering experiments are 
determined by the wave isomorphisms. This should include the 
scattering cross section. If this is a suitably continuous function of the 
wave isomorphisms, one could obtain it by first evaluating the cross 
section for the adiabatically switched problems and then taking limits. 
For another formulation of scattering for the Coulomb potential 
see [4]. 
LAVINE 
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